
Mrs. Barnett and Mrs. Traweek 

April 12 – April 16, 2021 
 

Math Homework: 
 

Monday – Do Now #’s 1 – 12  
Tuesday-  Do Now #’s 13 – 23  

Wednesday- Do Now #’s 24 – 36           

Thursday -  Do Now #’s 37 – 46  
 

 Parents,  
  We are using lots of candy to help us prepare for 
the state assessment.  If you are willing to send a 
bag of your child’s favorite individually wrapped 
candy, I would greatly appreciate it.  Thanks for 
all you do.   

                                             Mrs. Traweek    
 

 Language Arts Homework: 
 

Monday- Study vocabulary words (quiz 
tomorrow)  
 
Tuesday- Types of context clues 
worksheet 
 
Thursday- Synonyms and antonyms 
worksheet; study relative pronouns (quiz 
tomorrow)  
 
*Students should be reading their AR book for 
15 minutes each night.  AR goals count as a 
grade each 9 weeks.  Goals and reading levels 
are in student planners. 

 

Science   
We are currently studying sound. 

Social Studies 
 

MS Territory 
One in-class grade will be taken. 

 

Important Dates 
 

April 15- Progress reports 
April 26-30- MAAP Testing 
May 17th- Awards Day 10:00-10:30 a.m.  If your child is going to receive an award, a 
note will be sent home closer to time.   

Reminders: 
Students are considered tardy if they arrive to school after 7:30 a.m. Since we are 
preparing for state tests that begin April 26, it is very important that your child arrives to 
school on time. If students arrive to school tardy during the week of April 26-30, they will 
not be able to test with their class, and they will miss out on a great reward. 
 

Jeans with holes are becoming a trend, and while we are not saying students can’t wear 
them, the holes must start below the student’s fingertips, or students must wear 

leggings underneath them. 



 
 

Reading Vocabulary- Quiz Tuesday 

 
1. scornful - adj. expressing extreme contempt  
2. parson - noun a person authorized to conduct religious worship  
3. recede - verb become faint or more distant; move back and away from; retreat; pull back or move away or 
backward  
4. vivid - adj. having the clarity and freshness of immediate experience; (of color) having the highest 
saturation; having striking color; evoking lifelike images within the mind  
5. groves: noun a small wood, orchard, or group of trees:  
6. solemnly - adv. in a grave and sedate manner  
7. fortress - noun a fortified defensive structure  
8. indomitable - adj. impossible to subdue  
9. disarray - noun untidiness (especially of clothing and appearance); a mental state characterized by a lack of 
clear and  
orderly thought and behavior; verb bring disorder to  
 

 


